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● Yet, this won’t solve all issues. Legalist standpoints may still undermine 
justice. State with right does not coincide with State of right. 

normware

even in computational terms...



Further (related) reading

“Normware” is very much a concept in progress, parts of this story can be found in:

Sileno, G., Of duels, trials, and simplifying systems, European Journal of Risk Regulation (2020).

Sileno, G., Boer, A., Gordon, G., Rieder, B., Like Circles in the Water: Responsibility as a System-Level Function, 
Proceedings of 3rd XAILA workshop on Explainable AI and Law, in conjunction with JURIX (2020)

Sileno, G., Boer, A. and van Engers, T., The Role of Normware in Trustworthy and Explainable AI, Proceedings of 
1st XAILA workshop on Explainable AI and Law, in conjunction with JURIX (2018)

Boer A., Sileno, G., Institutional Metaphors for Designing Large-Scale Distributed AI versus AI Techniques for 
Running Institutions, in: “Anchoring Institutions”, 2021 (forthcoming), Springer

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/european-journal-of-risk-regulation/article/of-duels-trials-and-simplifying-systems/2D00EE971E747AE7F995FBDAECBE81E1
http://gsileno.net/articles/XAILA2020b.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.02471
http://gsileno.net/articles/chapter2021.pdf
http://gsileno.net/articles/chapter2021.pdf
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